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Introduction

Our Key Findings

LPs are inclined to be pro-cyclical:
> LPs show a tendency to commit capital when prices are high rather than when prices are low

GPs profit maximize:
> The best performing GPs maximize long-term profit (carried interest) because they demonstrate market timing 

skill and are likely to raise follow-on funds 
> Lower performing GPs focus on short-term profits (management fees) because they are unlikely to raise follow-

on funds and their market timing is less astute

The best performing GPs exploit market fluctuations to maximize carried interest:
> The best performing GPs are able to navigate pro-cyclical LP commitments because of their focus on maximizing 

carried interest and superior market timing skills 
> Lower performing GPs are less well-positioned to deal with pro-cyclical LP commitments because of their focus 

on maximizing management fees and their inferior market timing skill

Market timing skill when selling assets is key for maximizing long-term profits:
> The best performing GPs demonstrate rational divestment behavior and timing discipline
> Lower performing GPs typically dispose of assets irrationally which is inconsistent with profit maximization 

Can market timing and discipline determine a GP’s long-
term profitability? Pantheon has completed a study into the 
relationship between GPs’ investment behavior and their 
long-term success. Our core conclusion is that the best 

performing GPs resist investing into rising markets and 
selling into falling markets - they choose when to swim with 
and against the tide to exploit market fluctuations in order to 
generate superior returns and maximize their profits1. 

Constraints on maximizing long-term profits

Under the assumption that LPs show an inclination to 
commit capital pro-cyclically, GPs have more access to 
capital when market valuations are high and less access 

to capital when market valuations are low. Additionally, 
the investment period (typically five years) of private 
equity funds is generally shorter than the market valuation 
cycle. These factors can make it difficult for GPs to follow 
a contrarian investment approach. 

1 Please refer to Pantheon’s website for the full technical study, “Cyclicality in Private Equity Markets”.

Our Key Findings
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2 In an upward trending equity market the ex-private equity component of an LP’s portfolio can increase more strongly than the private equity 
component. As a result, the LP may choose to rebalance its private equity component by allocating more capital to private equity when markets are 
rising and vice versa when markets are falling.

It could be argued that this pro-cyclical commitment 
tendency favors GPs because they benefit from 
increased capital and therefore increased income 
from management fees. But this ignores an important 
influence: GPs that are likely to want to or are in a 
position to raise follow-on funds may be able to resist the 
temptation to take on commitments during high market 
valuations in order to maximize profits in the long term 
(through carried interest), as well as to underpin their 
future fundraising prospects.

The role of market timing in investment and 
divestment decisions

Logically, we would expect top and second quartile 
GPs to possess either market timing skill and/or to be 
incentivized by long-term profit maximization. Our study 
results bear this out: we find evidence that top and second 
quartile GPs are likely to be contrarian investors and are 
more likely to resist the temptation to invest in lockstep 
with LPs’ pro-cyclical commitments. 

This suggests that the lock-up period that is often 
perceived as an opportunity cost may in fact be of benefit 
to LPs if they invest with top and second quartile GPs. 
Indeed, the lock-up mitigates the impact of LPs’ tendency 
to commit capital pro-cyclically given that they don’t by 
implication also invest pro-cyclically – this mitigating 
effect may potentially more than offset the perceived 
opportunity cost of the lock-up period, turning this cost 
into a (potential) benefit. The GP can act as a sort of 
buffer in this scenario.

In regard to selling assets, we find that GPs are generally 
less constrained: the relatively long life of funds together 
with the potential for control over asset disposals gives 

GPs flexibility to potentially exploit market fluctuations 
more easily. 

However, we also expect a GP’s sell discipline to be 
related to its performance quartile; GPs that are unlikely 
to receive carried interest on a particular fund may 
have an incentive to retain assets during strong market 
valuation inclines in order to earn more management fees. 
Counteracting this is the incentive to sell assets in order 
to maximize GP profits. Our results suggest that GPs use 
their control over assets to make divestment decisions in 
a profit-maximizing way. They also show a statistically 
significant difference in divestment behavior between top/
second quartile GPs and bottom/third quartile GPs.

Investing as a contrarian

In order for GPs to buy assets at depressed prices, capital 
inflows need to coincide with negative shocks to market 
valuations. However, we find a tendency for LPs to commit 
capital to GPs in a pro-cyclical fashion – i.e. inflows of 
capital tend to be positively related to market valuations 
and hence LPs may tend to increase and decrease their 
commitments to GPs at the wrong moment in time2. 

Further, the investment period of the typical private 
equity fund is five years, while market valuation cycles 
can persist for much longer. Hence, a GP delaying 
investments in order to invest at lower market valuations 
in the future runs a risk of having to invest into a period 
of extremely high market valuations. This can create 
a dilemma for GPs whether to focus on maximizing 
management fees or carried interest. Those GPs 
possessing market timing skill and/or GPs that believe 
in their ability to maximize long-term profits by raising 
follow-on funds are most likely to resist the temptation 
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to invest in lockstep with the potentially pro-cyclical 
commitment behaviour of LPs. 

On the divestment side, GPs are constrained only by the 
termination date of the fund. Until that point, GPs have 
discretion over exit strategy and timing, providing them 
with the flexibility to wait for attractive exit points. 

But this may not apply to those GPs that are unlikely 
to raise follow-on funds and that may consequently 

3 The dataset this study is based on is the dataset that was available and used within Pantheon at this particular point in time. Analysis and inference 
may change if a different dataset or time period is used.

be less inclined to divest assets during periods of 
high market valuations since they are incentivized to 
maximize income from management fees. Of course, 
this incentive is counteracted by a GP’s aim to maximize 
its own commitment made to its fund. With this in mind, 
increasing divestments during low market valuation 
environments however cannot be a rational decision. 
We have therefore explored whether GPs change their 
divestment behaviour equally during extreme market 
valuation increases and decreases.

The study
Using Preqin’s cash flow data set for U.S. buyouts for the period from 1980 to 2013, Pantheon conducted an 
in-depth, quantitative analysis to evaluate GPs’ investment and divestment behavior under external constraints, 
varying market valuations and GPs’ varying profit-maximizing behavior.3 

Comparison of GPs’ buy discipline across fund performance quartiles
GPs’ investment decisions are subject to certain constraints as discussed above. We hypothesize that top and 
second quartile GPs are more capable of raising follow-on funds than bottom and third quartile GPs because they 
demonstrate superior market timing skill and are focused on maximizing their long-term profits via carried interest. 
The best performing GPs can better deal with the external constraints imposed upon them such that, despite the 
inclination of LPs to commit capital pro-cyclically, top and second quartile GPs seem able to resist the temptation 
of investing pro-cyclically. 

How we approached our study
We separated Preqin funds into performance quartiles and conduct our analysis on each quartile separately, which 
gives us insight into the difference in GP behavior depending on quartile performance. 

The study

Comparison of GPs’ buy discipline across fund performance quartiles

How we approached our study
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The results

Overall, our results show that GPs, in general, show 
decreasing demand for deals with rising market valuations. 
More interestingly, we find, as hypothesized above, that 
only top and second quartile GPs resist the temptation 
to invest more capital as market valuations increase: this 
enables them to maximize long-term profits and better deal 
with LPs’ pro-cyclical commitment tendency. Bottom and 
third quartile GPs’ demand for deals increases statistically 
significantly with LPs’ pro-cyclical commitment tendency, 
indicating that in order to maximize short-term profits they 
are willing to invest when market valuations are high. 
We draw from this that the best performing GPs 
desist from investing into rising markets and instead 
demonstrate market timing skill and profit-maximizing 
motivation, and as a consequence are better placed to 
raise follow-on funds. 

The ability of the best performing GPs to resist investing 
into rising markets provides quantitative evidence 
against the unverified assumption that the long lock-
up periods and the illiquidity of private equity presents 
substantial opportunity cost to LPs. Our results support 
a different hypothesis: the lock-up period and illiquidity of 
private equity can mitigate LPs’ pro-cyclical commitment 
tendency if LPs are able to identify and invest with top 
and second quartile GPs.

Comparison of GPs’ sell discipline across 
fund performance quartiles

Given the findings in this study, we would expect top and 
second quartile GPs to exhibit a stronger sell discipline 

than bottom and third quartile GPs. We expect top and 
second quartile GPs to be motivated to sell assets during 
inclines in market valuations and to retain their assets 
during declines in market valuations. Any indication of 
GPs selling assets during periods of declining market 
valuations is, in our view, indicative of irrational behavior 
given none of management fee, carried interest, or GPs’ 
profits from commitments to their own fund would be 
maximized.

Our results support the hypothesis that bottom quartile 
funds sell into declining markets, while top, second and 
third quartile funds generally don’t. We believe, the latter 
is a better strategy. 

Further, we find that bottom quartile funds do not  
change their behavior in a statistically significant way 
during sharp price declines. In our view, this observation 
is in direct contrast with rational profit-maximizing 
behavior. 

All other quartile GPs significantly decrease their 
divestments during sharp market declines, which is 
rational. During sharp market inclines all funds increase 
their divestment pace/activity, while top and second 
quartile funds change their divestment behavior in the 
statistically most significant way. The fact that third 
quartile funds change their divestment behavior in 
the statistically least significant way might result from 
either a lack of market timing skill and/or an incentive 
to maximize management fee income (if follow-on funds 
are unlikely to materialize). 
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Conclusion
Our research suggests that GPs are constrained by certain factors generally outside their control, including: 

> LPs are inclined to commit more capital to GPs when market valuations are high and commit less capital when 
market valuations are low

> A fund’s investment period is usually shorter than the market valuation cycle, which makes it difficult for the GP 
to time the market 

While top and second quartile GPs are likely to raise follow-on funds, third and bottom quartile GPs may find it 
hard. As a result, top and second quartile GPs may focus on maximizing carried interest because they take a long-
term perspective, while bottom and third quartile GPs may follow a shorter-term horizon and therefore focus on 
maximizing income from management fees. Both are rational and profit-maximizing strategies, but clearly will result 
in different buy and sell strategies. 

Our results suggest that, despite these constraints, top and second quartile GPs manage to follow a contrarian 
investment discipline and resist the temptation to invest during price inclines in step with increasing capital inflows. 
They swim against the tide in order to maximize long-term profits.

Our study also challenges the presumption that the lock-up periods and illiquidity of private equity assets are an 
opportunity cost: indeed we find quantitative evidence that the lock-up of LPs’ assets mitigates their pro-cyclical 
commitment inclination which can yield benefits for LPs that can more than offset the assumed opportunity cost of 
this illiquid asset class.

Further, we find that top and second quartile GPs divest assets in an economically rational fashion – assets are sold 
when market valuations are high and retained when market valuations are low. These GPs put on the brakes during 
sharp market valuation declines and accelerate divestments during sharp market valuation increases. Bottom and 
third quartile GPs, on the other hand, are only partially successful in market timing their asset sales. Indeed, bottom 
quartile funds do not change their sales discipline during sharp market declines; we regard this behavior as irrational 
since none of management fees, carried interest, nor the GP’s investment in its own funds is maximized as a result.

Our core finding is that top and second quartile GPs possess superior market timing skill and/or maximize their 
long-term profits through carried interest because of the attendant ability to raise follow-on funds. These GPs follow 
a contrarian investment approach and a pro-cyclical divestment approach – they aim to buy and sell when market 
prices are in their favor. As a result, if LPs can pick top and second quartile GPs, they may substantially mitigate any 
pro-cyclical commitment tendencies. 

If you would like to read the full technical study, “Cyclicality in Private Equity Markets”, please refer to Pantheon’s 
website.
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Disclaimer

This publication has been prepared solely for use by sophisticated investors / professional clients in the U.S. and U.K. only for illustration, 
educational and or discussion purposes. It does not constitute independent research and under no circumstances should this publication or the 
information contained in it be used or considered as an offer, inducement, invitation, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any security or 
financial instrument or service or to pursue any investment product or strategy or otherwise engage in any investment activity or as an expression 
of an opinion as to the present or future value or price of any security or financial instrument. Nothing contained in this publication is intended to 
constitute legal, tax, securities or investment advice. Nothing contained in this publication is intended to be published or made available in any 
jurisdiction where to do so would result in a breach of any applicable law or regulation.

In all jurisdictions other than the U.S. this document is issued by Pantheon Ventures (UK) LLP (“Pantheon UK”), which is authorized and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the United Kingdom. Pantheon UK’s registration number is OC352463 and its registered address is 
Norfolk House, 31. St. James’s Square, London, SW1Y 4JR. In the U.S., this document is issued by Pantheon Ventures (US) LP which is registered 
as an investment advisor with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“Pantheon US” and together with Pantheon UK “Pantheon”). 

Past performance is not a guide to the future. Market and exchange rate movements may cause the capital value of investments, and the income 
from them, to go down as well as up and the investor may not get back the amount originally invested. 

This publication may include “forward-looking statements”. All projections, forecasts or related statements or expressions of opinion are forward-
looking statements.  Although Pantheon believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, it can give no 
assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct, and such forward-looking statements should not be regarded as a guarantee, prediction 
or definitive statement of fact or probability. 

The historical data set and conclusions here are purely illustrative, and representative only of a small sample of possible scenarios. The conclusions 
applicable to this data are based on the back tested performance of randomly selected investments over the time period indicated. “Back testing” 
is a process of objectively simulating historical investment returns by applying a set of rules for buying and selling fund shares backward in time, 
testing those rules, and hypothetically investing in the shares that are chosen. Back testing is designed to allow investors to understand and 
evaluate certain strategies by seeing how they would have performed hypothetically during certain time periods.

It is possible that the markets will perform better or worse than shown via this study, the actual results of an investor who invests in the manner this 
study highlighted can be better or worse than concluded here, and an investor may lose money by investing in this way. Although the information 
contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed.  While back 
testing results reflect the rigorous application of the data selected, back tested results have certain limitations and should not be considered 
indicative of future results.  

Pantheon has taken reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate at the date of publication. However, no 
warranty or guarantee (express or implied) is given by Pantheon as to the accuracy of the information in this document, and to the extent permitted 
by applicable law, Pantheon specifically disclaims any liability for errors, inaccuracies or omissions in this document and for any loss or damage 
resulting from its use. Unless stated otherwise, any opinions expressed herein are current as of the date hereof and are subject to change at any 
time. Unless stated otherwise all views expressed herein represent Pantheon’s opinion.

All materials published on the Site are protected by copyright, and are owned or controlled by Pantheon as the provider of the materials. If you 
download any information or software from this Site, you agree that you will not copy it without the prior written consent of Pantheon or remove or 
obscure any copyright or other notices or legends contained in any such information.
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